Dynamic Voltage Scaling, supported by many DVS-enabled processors, is an efficient technique for energy-efficient embedded systems. Many researchers work on DVS and have presented various DVS algorithms, some with quite good results. However, the previous algorithms either have a large time complexity or obtain results sensitive to the count of the voltage modes. Fine-grained voltage modes lead to optimal results, but coarse-grained voltage modes cause less optimal one. This paper presents a new algorithm based on ant colony optimization, called Ant Colony Optimization Voltage and Task Scheduling (ACO-VTS) with a low time complexity implemented by parallelizing and its linear time approximation algorithm. Both of them generate quite good results, saving up to 30% more energy than one of the previous ones under coarse-grained modes, but their results don't depend on the number of modes available.
INTRODUCTION
Moore's law has driven the transistor density of VLSI doubled every 18 months for almost 40 years, which makes power consumption the major challenging problem for VLSI and computing systems containing VLSI components. Researchers studied the problem in depth and invented a lot of solutions for the problem, including many low-power techniques at various levels.
System-level low-power techniques, especially dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), are effective power reduction solutions for embedded systems, e.g., PDA, cell-phone, etc. In a distributed embedded system with DVS-enabled components, the classic power reduction mechanism usually works following steps described. The architecture allocation, application mapping, and activity scheduling and energy management composes an iterative exploring process. Finally the system will reach an optimal energy-efficient point. As to the energy management, voltage scaling is the key technique [10] .
The primary contribution of this paper is as follows: 
RELATED WORKS
So far, many researchers and designers have devoted to the work on voltage scheduling of tasks on distributed embedded systems or multi-processors. In order to produce energy-efficient results, slack time must be distributed among all tasks by reducing the voltage and, as a result, saving energy consumption, and, what's more, the tasks have to be scheduled optimally to provide more slack time. The simplest method is to distribute the slack time evenly to all tasks [7] , an approach with low time complexity, but less optimal results. In [3] , the PV-DVS algorithm provides a portion of slack time to the task saving most energy. But PV-DVS is a greedy strategy which might generate local optimal result and that is based on the unrealistic assumption of continuous voltage mode. In [2] , Marcus T. Schmitz et al forward a genetic list scheduling algorithm EE-GLSA that generates the priority list, and schedules the tasks with the energy saved potential based on PV-DVS in consideration. Bita Gorjiara proposes a stochastic algorithm RVS that selects voltage mode for each task stochastically based on a heuristic of energy saved and adjusts the order of the tasks to the modes of the tasks. RVS is a fast and efficient algorithm with low time complexity. So far, all the algorithms above are sensitive to the count of voltage modes provided by the processing element. But, in [5] , Bita Gorjiara proposes an algorithm ASG-VTS, which could produce results not affected by the count of the modes, that selects a voltage mode for each tasks stochastically and sorts the tasks based on the state of the voltage modes. ASG-VTS is also an efficient algorithm, but, although it generates quite energy-efficient results, some of the results seem not so optimal as the algorithms before.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we address the problem of task scheduling and voltage scaling in the flow of embedded system design [1] . With tasks already mapped to processing elements, our problem is how to schedule the tasks on each processing element and select voltage mode for the tasks on DVS-enabled processing elements, in order to reduce most energy consumption. At the same time, each task should not violate the deadline of its own.
Architecture Model
The architecture of distributed system includes a set of processing elements: 
where k is a PE-dependent constant, V t is the threshold of p i , C L is the switching capacitance and N sw is the frequency of switching activity. Here, we define the mode with the largest voltage V dd . as the default mode for each task. The equations imply that, with the voltage decreasing (choosing lower voltage mode), frequency will also decrease. Therefore, the energy will be reduced at the cost of lengthening the execution time.
For each PE p j , all tasks could be processed on it under different power and execution time. We define them as the task property set TP i of p i :
in which Pwr k is the power ( not energy ) of task i operated on default mode and t exec k is the worst-case execution time, that is, the execution time at the default mode.
Application Model
The application is a set of periodic tasks with partial order relationships between them. For example, if a task t i could not start until another task t j has been completed, there is a partial order relationship between t i and t j . The application could be represented by a directed acyclic graph called Task Graph:
, where T is the set of tasks:
and L is the set of partial order relationships between tasks in T, i.e., the edge in TG:
where ¹ i,j denotes the cost from t i to t j . Some of the tasks in T, usually the leaf nodes of TG, have deadlines, before which the tasks must be completed. We define the set of these tasks as sink task set:
where d i is the deadline for task t i . Now, we define our problem as follows:
in which E(m i ) denotes the energy consumption of task t i operated on voltage mode m i with no deadlines missed. In other words, the problem is how to generate the mode state vector M including voltage modes m i for task i, making the total energy consumption least. Obviously, it is a NP-hard problem, so there doesn't exist an exact algorithm to obtain optimal solution. Approximation and random algorithm could approach the optimal results.
ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Ant Colony Algorithm: a Motivational Experiment
It is a famous experiment that sets an obstacle between the nest of the ants and the location of food, leaving the lengths of two branches different, as shown in 
. Ant Colony Algorithm Experiment
Huge number of ants set off the nest for food. At first, the percentage of the ants choosing to turn right to reach the food is as large as those choosing left; however, the percentage of the ants chosen left branch(the shorter one) gradually increases, and the percentage of turning right deceases at the same time. Finally, all of the ants would choose the shorter branch. The habit of ants leaving pheromone to the path is the key to explain. Ants are more willing to choose the branch with more smell of pheromone which accumulates more pheromone on the branch. Thus the shorter branch will be left more pheromone which attracts more ants, while the other less. Finally, nearly all ants are lead to the left branch, and all search paths (ants) converge to the optimal path. The pheromone has a property of evaporating, and this property avoid being trapped in local optimal results.
Ant Colony System for Selecting Voltage Mode
In this problem, it is a multi-step search, in which ant colony algorithm must choose a voltage mode for each task. Assuming that n tasks operate on PEs with m voltage modes, every ant has to choose among m branches (voltage modes) at each of the n branch points (tasks) along the searching path. In the experiment, every ant makes a decision at each branch point based on the amount of the pheromone left on each branch, so we define the function´i ,j is the pheromone left on voltage mode j for task i. At first, we initialize each ´i ,j as 1, the equal probability. But, at a glance, the lower voltage mode we choose for task i, the less energy consumed with no deadlines missed, so lower voltage mode should be chosen at a larger probability. Therefore, we define¨i ,j as the probability of task i choosing mode j: where, ¢ and £ are two constants to modulate the contribution of´i ,j and¨i ,j to¸(i,j). During the search, task i chooses mode j at a probability of¸(i,j).
. As mentioned in the experiment, each ant left pheromone on the path it passed by, and the pheromone, at the same time, is evaporating. We define the evaporation ratio as²(0<²<1), and the pheromone is updated as: = − +Δ = < in which´i ,j denotes the amount of the pheromone left on the mode j at task i. It is reasonable to provide the ant, which has search a more optimal path, a privilege of left more pheromone on its path, so´i ,j could be defined as the equation below:
where E(M) is the energy consumption of mode vector M, and Q is the weight coefficient for the pheromone. In this way ´i ,,j is inversely proportional to E(M), so that the less energy consumption of M, the more pheromone left.
Energy Gradient Function
The method of stochastic search in subsection 4.2 might generate some optimal results, but may also leave some slack time available. So we go on to take a local search to distribute slack time left. The question now is which task should decrease its voltage mode and frequency to occupy the slack time.
Here we adopt a heuristic function h(i,j) to select the key task which deserve the slack time most. Reducing the voltage mode j of task i by 1, the energy consumption reduced isE i,j and the execution time lengthened ist i,j . We define energy gradient function h(i,j) as the energy reduced per unit time as follows: Thus the energy with largest energy gradient is the one which reduced most energy occupying unit slack time, by reducing its current voltage mode by 1.
ACO-VTS Approach
ACO_VTS algorithm is described in figure 2. It starts with scheduling the tasks based on a priority list scheduling algorithm. Then it initializes the matrixes of´ as 1 and¨ as 1/Pwr i,j , and compute the matrix h(i,j). After that, it enters an iterative loop to search for optimal mode vector. In each loop, it leaves many ants searching for results in function search(), and update the pheromone as described in 4.2. The iterative loop will end until the result converges to the optimal one.
ACO-VTS()
{
Schedule the tasks on their PEs;; In ACO-VTS, the procedure MSTG() [1, 3] is to insert a pseudo edge to task graph to represent a pseudo relationship between neighboring tasks on the same processing element.
MSTG();
As figure 3 shows, the procedure search() explores a mode vector M for each ant in ACO-VTS. At first, each task is set to its default mode. Then it selects a voltage mode at the probability of (i,j) for each task, and modifies the schedule list accordingly(execution time changed). Thus we get a mode vector M. After that, it continues to adopt a local search to further lower the mode of some tasks in case there is still slack time available. It selects the task with the largest value of heuristic function h(i,m i ) to change its current voltage mode m i ęM to m i -1, and modifies the schedule list accordingly. The local search iterates until there is no slack time available. Figure 4 shows the steps of ACO-VTS Algorithm. Note that in that figure above, s ants set out and search for a path independently and, therefore, the ants could search in parallel. In this way, we could parallelize ACO-VTS by leaving s ants at the same time and call the procedure search() in parallel. Thus, ACO-VTS could achieve a complexity of linear time.
Its Approximation Algorithm
As mentioned before, ACO-VTS stochastically chooses a voltage mode for each task based on ant colony system, and then reduce the mode of some of the task with the largest value of energy gradient function. Note that, the task with the largest value of the energy gradient function is the one which decrease most energy consumption lengthening per unit time by reducing the current mode of the task by 1, as described in subsection 4.3. Therefore, we could approximate ACO-VTS by setting all tasks the default mode and reducing the mode of the task with largest energy gradient function one by one until no slack time is available. Figure 5 describes the approximation algorithm by pseudo code. It also starts with scheduling the tasks on each PEs and inserts pseudo relationship to the task graph. As in ACO-VTS, it initializes the each task as the default mode (the mode with largest voltage) and computes the matrix h(i,j) of the energy gradient function. Entering the iterative loop, it selects the task i 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Implementing the parallelizing ACO-VTS and its approximation approach by C++ with MPI, we compare the results of the two algorithms operated on the Blade Server with EE-GLSA and ASG-VTS based on benchmarks tgff1-tgff25 used in [1, 2, 4, 5] . These benchmarks are generated using TGFF [8] , a tool producing pseudo-random task graphs, so it is quite practical in the real world. EE-GLSA and ASG-VTS are the two algorithms generating best results with low time complexity so far to the knowledge of us.
The Selection of Parameters
In ACO-VTS, the parameters of ACO-VTS include¢,£, Q and ², as well as s. The values of each have a great impact on the efficiency of the algorithm, i.e., the time of converging. s is the count of ants it leaves out to search at one time, which we choose the number as large as the 1.5 times the count of the modes available, so that some ants would choose the same mode for some tasks to accumulate pheromone. It should be at least the double of the count of the tasks. Q is the density of the pheromone. It could be defined as 2, making the optimal result receive more pheromone. The ratio of evaporating ² could be 0.5, i.e., the pheromone decreasing to 0.95 each time. ¢and£ imply the contribution of ´ and¨ to the function¸. They are a bit more complex to choose a value for. Because ´ and¨ are both smaller than 1, the value of ¢ and£ should be smaller than 1, too. The smaller the value of ¢, the more impact ´ has on¸. The same is as for £. Here, ¢ is selected as 0.5, and £ is selected depending on ¢. The smallest number of iteration appears when¢/£=20, i.e., £ is 0.025, which is the value we choose for £.
Experimental Results
As shown in Table 1 , the left columns (column 3 to 6) list the energy saved by EE-GLSA, ASG-VTS, ACO-VTS and its approximation algorithm using 30 modes, and the right columns list the results using only 4 modes. Here, we divide range between V dd and V t of each PE evenly into 4 or 30 modes. The results would be improved little when the number of modes is greater than 30 [5] . Note that, under the fine-grained 30 modes, the three algorithms of EE-GLSA, ASG-VTS and ACO-VTS produce nearly the same results, and ACO-VTS's results are more optimal than the other two under most test benches, with approximately equal time complexities. However, the approximation algorithm has only a linear time complexity of o(n), and its results are as optimal as ACO-VTS. Some of the results, such as that of tgff9, tgff22 etc, are even better. As shown in the right columns of Table  1 (column 7 to 10), EE-GLSA's results decrease dramatically as the count of modes decreases (from 30 to 4). Although ASG-VTS and ACO-VTS's results are not sensitive to the variety of the count of modes, the ACO-VTS's results are better than ASG-VTS. What's more, the linear time approximation algorithm does not jitter greatly when changing from fine-grained modes to coarse-grained modes, and reduces energy consumptions exactly as much as ACO-VTS, and up to 30% more energy than EE-GLSA under coarse-grained modes.
With a lot of ants searching in parallel, ACO-VTS searches a wider range of space, which confirms that the results of ACO-VTS are more approximate to the optimal ones. Implemented by parallelizing, ACO-VTS operates much faster than the other two algorithms. The pheromone accumulated on the optimal path accelerates the algorithm and the property of evaporation of pheromone reduces the probability of being trapped in the local optimal results. As for its approximation algorithm, it has a complexity of linear time with a low complexity of iteration loop and the iterative and operates faster than either of the algorithm mentioned before. The heuristic function of energy gradient makes its results as good as that of ACO-VTS. Based on the assumption of discrete voltage mode, both our algorithm would not be sensitive to the count of the modes available. Figure 7 . The probability of task 5 in tgff1 at different iterations
As the processing of ACO-VTS algorithm, the results get to converge to the optimal result. As shown in Figure 7 , the amount of pheromone left on optimal result increases step by step, and the probability of the optimal result to be chosen rises fast. After a considerable number of iterations of search, the probability to obtain optimal result would be significantly large. The algorithm would converge to the optimal results.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel voltage scaling algorithm, naming ACO-VTS, and its linear time approximation algorithm. Tests show that ACO-VTS can achieve fairly good energy reduction and operate efficiently implemented by parallelizing. The approximation algorithm of ACO-VTS can achieve equally optimal results as ACO-VTS with a linear time complexity. Therefore, ACO-VTS algorithm and its Approximation Algorithm are ideal and efficient tool for designing energy-efficient embedded distributed systems.
